**Abstract**

**Background:** This study was aimed at evaluating the diagnostic validity of the Korean version of the Clinically Useful Depression Outcome Scale (CUDOS) in a clinical sample.

**Method:** Current diagnostic characteristics were evaluated using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV. The CUDOS was measured and compared with three clinician rating scales and four self-report scales. Reliability and validity tests and receiver operating characteristic curve analysis were performed, and the ability to discriminate between levels of severity and the sensitivity to change after treatment were explored.

**Results:** In total, 891 new psychiatric outpatients (58% women) were analyzed. The most frequent DSM-IV diagnoses was MDD (41%). The CUDOS showed excellent results for internal consistency, test-retest reliability, and convergent and discriminant validity. The CUDOS had a high ability to discriminate between different levels of depression severity, and was sensitive to change after treatment. In major depression the area under curve were 0.867. The scores of 20 (sensitivity: 89.9%, specificity: 69.5%) as the optimal cutoff point were suggested when screening for major depression using the CUDOS.

**Limitation:** Subjects are restricted to clinical outpatients. This sample may not fully representative of community-dwelling populations.

**Conclusion:** The results of this multi-site outpatient study found that the Korean version of the CUDOS is reliable, valid, and sensitive to change. The CUDOS appears to be a very useful measurement for research and for clinical practice, not only to screen for depression, but also to measure the remission of depression and its residual symptoms.
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